Welcome to the Language Linguistics catalogue 2007

Cambridge University Press publishes the strongest list of textbooks in the world. Here you'll find a wide range of books to aid teaching of the subject to students.

This year sees the publication of a brand new edition of *Semantics: a coursebook*, the only interactive introduction to semantics for students. This heralds a new series of coursebooks devoted to each of the main topics encountered by students studying linguistics at first and second year level. Each are rich with exercise material and solutions, and uniquely structured to make them suitable for both classroom use and self-study.

Cambridge continues to publish the best new monographs and reference works in the field. Among new publications announced for 2007 is *The Cambridge Handbook of Phonology*, the first in a major new series of Cambridge Handbooks, which bring together teams of experts to provide a state-of-the-field survey of the subdiscipline in question.

With best wishes for 2007,

Dr Andrew Winnard
Publisher, Language and Linguistics

Helen Barton
Commissioning Editor, Language and Linguistics
Textbooks

The Study of Language
Third edition
George Yule

Unrivalled in its popularity, *The Study of Language* is quite simply the best introduction to the field available today. Covering all of the essential topics, this third edition has been extensively revised to include fresh study questions, a comprehensive glossary, and new sections on important contemporary issues in language study.

‘Very clear and easy to read for beginners; user-friendly and non-threatening to those nervous of linguistics; chapters in absorbable bite-size chunks.’

Jean Aitchison, Rupert Murdoch Professor of Language and Communication, University of Oxford

‘Perfect for the beginners’ level introductory linguistics course, both in style and content. The exercises and discussion are excellent. One of the highlights of the book is the clear links between chapters.’

Hugh Buckingham, Professor of Linguistics, Louisiana State University

‘An impressive breadth of coverage ... clear presentation, lucid style and accessibility ... a solid foundation for further study in linguistics as well as being a pleasure to read in its own right.’

Alan Smith, *Web Journal of Modern Languages*

working with quantitative language data.


2007 247 x 174 mm 300pp 67 line diagrams 4 tables 207 graphs 978-0-521-88259-0 Hardback c. £55.00 978-0-521-68380-7 Pb and Audio CD £22.99

English Intonation
An Introduction
J. C. Wells
University College London

Intonation — the rise and fall of pitch in our voices — plays a crucial role in how we express meaning. This accessible introduction shows students how to recognize and reproduce intonation patterns in English, clearly explaining their meaning and use. Invaluable for both learners of English, and beginning students of linguistics.

Contents: 1. Introduction; 2. Tone: going up and going down; 3. Tonicity: where does the nucleus go?; 4. Tonality: chunking, or division into IPs; 5. Beyond the three Ts; 6. Putting it all together.

2006 247 x 174 mm 286pp 978-0-521-86524-1 Hb and Audio CD £50.00 978-0-521-68380-7 Pb and Audio CD £22.99

English Syntax
An Introduction
Andrew Radford
University of Essex

This textbook provides a concise, clear, and accessible introduction to current syntactic theory.

‘Radford’s new book displays all the qualities we have come to associate with his work: unparalleled clarity, original analyses, and a humorous presentation. He has a unique talent for making even the most abstract ideas accessible. If you want to understand the latest developments in current syntactic theory, read it.’

Neil V. Smith FBA, Professor of Linguistics and Head of Linguistics Section, University College London


2005 247 x 174 mm 320pp 75 exercises 978-0-521-61288-3 Paperback £14.99

A Student’s Introduction to English Grammar
Rodney Huddleston
University of Queensland
and Geoffrey K. Pullum
University of California, Santa Cruz

A groundbreaking new textbook on English sentence structure for beginning learners of English, and beginning their meaning and use. Invaluable for recognizing and reproducing intonation patterns in English, clearly explaining their meaning and use. Invaluable for both learners of English, and beginning students of linguistics.


2004 247 x 174 mm 396pp 2 line diagrams 14 tables 10 figures 978-0-521-54275-3 Paperback £17.99

A Student’s Introduction to English Grammar
Rodney Huddleston
University of Queensland
and Geoffrey K. Pullum
University of California, Santa Cruz

A groundbreaking new textbook on English sentence structure for beginning learners of English, and beginning their meaning and use. Invaluable for recognizing and reproducing intonation patterns in English, clearly explaining their meaning and use. Invaluable for both learners of English, and beginning students of linguistics.

Contents: 1. Introduction; 2. Tone: going up and going down; 3. Tonicity: where does the nucleus go?; 4. Tonality: chunking, or division into IPs; 5. Beyond the three Ts; 6. Putting it all together.

2006 247 x 174 mm 286pp 978-0-521-86524-1 Hb and Audio CD £50.00 978-0-521-68380-7 Pb and Audio CD £22.99

A Student’s Introduction to English Grammar
Rodney Huddleston
University of Queensland
and Geoffrey K. Pullum
University of California, Santa Cruz

A groundbreaking new textbook on English sentence structure for beginning learners of English, and beginning their meaning and use. Invaluable for recognizing and reproducing intonation patterns in English, clearly explaining their meaning and use. Invaluable for both learners of English, and beginning students of linguistics.


2005 247 x 174 mm 320pp 75 exercises 978-0-521-61288-3 Paperback £14.99

NEW TEXTBOOK SERIES

Cambridge Introductions to the English Language

Cambridge Introductions to the English Language is a series of accessible undergraduate textbooks on the key topics encountered in the study of the English Language. Tailored to suit the needs of individual taught course modules, each book is written by an author with extensive experience of teaching the topic to undergraduates. The books assume no prior subject knowledge, and present the basic facts in a clear and straightforward manner, making them ideal for beginners. They are designed to be maximally reader-friendly, with chapter summaries, glossaries, and suggestions for further reading. Extensive exercises and discussion questions are included, encouraging students to consolidate and develop their learning, and providing essential homework material.

A website accompanies each book, featuring solutions to the exercises and useful additional resources. Set to become the leading introductions to the field, books in this series provide the essential knowledge and skills for those embarking on English Language studies.
Clear introduction to English phonetics and phonology, tailored to suit the needs of individual, one-term course modules. Contains exercises, discussion questions, a comprehensive glossary of each term introduced, and has a useful companion website. An essential text for all those embarking on the study of English sounds at undergraduate level.

**Introducing Second Language Acquisition**
Muriel Saville-Troike
University of Arizona

A clear and practical introduction to the key issues and concepts in second language acquisition (SLA).

**Contents**

**Cambridge Introductions to Language and Linguistics**
2005 247 x 174 mm 214pp
978-0-521-79086-4 Hardback £45.00
978-0-521-79407-7 Paperback £17.99

**Introducing Phonology**
David Odden
Ohio State University

This accessible textbook provides a clear and practical introduction to phonology, the study of sound patterns.

‘An excellent introduction to phonology. Difficult ideas are presented in an accessible manner – a plus for any textbook. It covers a variety of interesting phonological facts from typologically different languages. Using this text will acquaint students with the essence of theoretical concepts and phonological analyses.’
Shosuke Haraguchi, Meikai University

**Contents**

**Cambridge Introductions to Language and Linguistics**
2005 247 x 174 mm 230pp 82 figures
978-0-521-80882-8 Hardback £45.00
978-0-521-00496-1 Paperback £16.99

**Introducing Speech and Language Processing**
John Coleman
University of Oxford

Provides a clearly-written, concise and accessible introduction to speech and language processing, with accompanying software.

‘An excellent book for beginners in linguistics and speech science with PC experience but no programming knowledge.’
Yoshinori Sagisaka, GITI Waseda University, Japan, and Editor-in-Chief, Speech Communication

**Contents**

**Cambridge Introductions to Language and Linguistics**
2005 247 x 174 mm 314pp 25 tables 39 exercises 120 figures
978-0-521-82365-4 Hardback £50.00
978-0-521-53069-9 Paperback £23.99

For regular email alerts visit www.cambridge.org/alerts
The aim of this series is to provide discussions of the main topics in general or theoretical linguistics through books of moderate size covering single topics. The level of treatment is uniform, and suitable for undergraduate students taking linguistics as part of an introductory course and the editors will oversee the entire series to ensure that the treatments are integrated and the overlap between works is minimal. It will be possible for a complete course to be developed around the texts and it is likely that universities will do so. Topics singled out for treatment are morphology, syntax, phonetics, phonology, sociolinguistics, language acquisition and semantics as well as aspects of historical linguistics.

**FORTHCOMING**

**Neurolinguistics**

**An Introduction to Spoken Language Processing and its Disorders**

John C. L. Ingram  
University of Queensland

What biological factors make human communication possible? How do we process and understand language? How does brain damage affect these mechanisms, and what can this tell us about how language is organized in the brain? This textbook discusses these questions, which are central to linguistics, psychology and speech pathology alike.

**Contents:**  

**Cambridge Textbooks in Linguistics**

2007 247 x 174 mm 464pp 36 line diagrams 24 half-tones 37 tables 978-0-521-79190-8 Hardback c. £50.00  
978-0-521-79640-8 Paperback c. £25.99  
Publication June 2007

**FORTHCOMING**

**Indo-European Linguistics**

**An Introduction**

James Clackson  
University of Cambridge

The Indo-European language family comprises several hundred languages and dialects spoken across Europe and Asia. This textbook provides an accessible introduction to their study, complete with a glossary, discussion points, and exercises. An essential toolkit for anyone studying historical linguistics, language typology and the Indo-European languages for the first time.

**Contents:**  

**Cambridge Textbooks in Linguistics**

2007 247 x 174 mm 272pp 99 tables 25 exercises 10 figures 978-0-521-65313-8 Hardback c. £45.00  
978-0-521-65367-1 Paperback c. £17.99  
Publication August 2007

**Understanding Minimalism**

Norbert Hornstein  
University of Maryland, College Park

Jairo Nunes  
Universidade de Sao Paulo  
and Kleanthes K. Grohmann  
University of Cyprus

A clear introduction to the principles and techniques of the Minimalist Program in generative syntax.

**Contents:**  

**Cambridge Textbooks in Linguistics**

2005 247 x 174 mm 422pp 72 line diagrams 132 exercises 978-0-521-82496-5 Hardback £45.00  
978-0-521-44922-9 Paperback £19.99

**Theories of Case**

Miriam Butt  
University of Cyprus

Introduces the various theories of case, and how they account for its distribution across languages.

**Contents:**  

**Cambridge Textbooks in Linguistics**

2006 247 x 174 mm 272pp 19 exercises 978-0-521-79322-3 Hardback £45.00  
978-0-521-79731-3 Paperback £21.99
Agreement
Greville G. Corbett
University of Surrey

An introduction to agreement — the correspondence between words in a sentence, in terms of gender, case, person, or number.


Cambridge Textbooks in Linguistics
2006 247 x 174 mm 346pp
19 line diagrams
978-0-521-54274-6 Paperback £21.99
978-0-521-80708-1 Hardback £55.00

FORTHCOMING
The Word Weavers
Newshounds and Wordsmiths
Jean Aitchison
University of Oxford

A revealing insight into journalism, showing news writers to be skilled ‘word-weavers’ whose work should in no way be regarded as inferior to that of literary writers. Tracing the profession’s history, it shows how journalism originated from an age-old oral tradition. Illustrated with a range of historical and modern news articles.
2007 216 x 138 mm 272pp
11 line diagrams 13 half-tones
978-0-521-83245-8 Hardback £40.00
978-0-521-54007-0 Paperback £14.99
Publication June 2007

General Language and Linguistics

Forbidden Words
Taboo and the Censoring of Language
Keith Allan
Monash University, Victoria
and Kate Burridge
Monash University, Victoria

A fascinating insight into taboo language and its role in everyday life, showing how we use language in order to swear, to insult, and also to be politically correct. Lively and revealing, Forbidden Words will fascinate anyone interested in how and why we use and avoid taboos in daily conversation.
2006 228 x 152 mm 314pp
978-0-521-81960-2 Hardback £45.00
978-0-521-52564-0 Paperback £17.99

How New Languages Emerge
David Lightfoot
Georgetown University, Washington DC

An original account of how new languages come into being, arguing that children are the driving force.

‘This expert study weaves together inquiries in theoretical and historical linguistics and acquisition of language, providing new ideas and insights about the nature of language and about the emergence of languages through history and in the individual. Lucidly written and accessible to a general audience, its original perspectives and acute analyses of wide-ranging empirical materials also provide fascinating challenges to those working at the borders of research in the many areas that Lightfoot engages. An impressive and very valuable contribution.’
Neam Chomsky, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
2006 228 x 152 mm 210pp
978-0-521-85913-4 Hardback £50.00
978-0-521-67629-8 Paperback £18.99

The Indexing Companion
Glenda Browne and Jon Jermy

Gives an overview of indexing for professional indexers, editors, authors, librarians and others who may be called upon to write, contribute to, edit or commission an index. Based on publishing standards, textbooks, and the consensus of the indexing community, it is a valuable aid to decision making in indexing.
2007 247 x 174 262pp
978-0-521-68988-5 Paperback £21.99

Visit our website at www.cambridge.org
Linguistics and the Formal Sciences
The Origins of Generative Grammar
Marcus Tomalin
University of Cambridge
An insightful overview of how syntactic theory was influenced by developments in the formal sciences during the 20th Century.
Cambridge Studies in Linguistics, 110
2006 228 x 152 mm 248pp
978-0-521-85481-8 Hardback £55.00

Pragmatics and Language Pathology
Michael Perkins
Pragmatics – or the way we communicate using more than just language – is particularly problematic for people with speech disorders. This book not only provides a novel and clinically useful account of pragmatic impairment, but it also throws new light on how pragmatics functions in healthy individuals.
2007 228 x 152 mm 244pp 6 line diagrams 19 tables
978-0-521-79070-3 Hardback c. £45.00
Publication November 2007

Fluent Aphasia
Susan Edwards
University of Reading
Provides a detailed, informative and up-to-date description of fluent aphasia, a disorder that severely impairs language.
Cambridge Studies in Linguistics, 107
2005 228 x 152 mm 242pp
978-0-521-79107-6 Hardback £50.00

The English Language
A Historical introduction
Charles Barber
University of Leeds
Introduction to the history of the English language, ranging from prehistory to the present day.
‘… a sound and comprehensive account of the development of English, its place in the world today and its possible future.’
English Studies
Canto
2000 216 x 138 mm 312pp 7 line diagrams 9 tables 5 maps
978-0-521-78570-9 Paperback £12.99

Butcher’s Copy-editing
The Cambridge Handbook for Editors, Copy-editors and Proofreaders
Fourth edition
Judith Butler
Caroline Drake and Maureen Leach
Since its first publication in 1975, Judith Butcher’s Copy-editing has become firmly established as a classic reference guide. This fourth edition has been comprehensively revised to provide an up-to-date and clearly presented source of information for all those involved in preparing typescripts and illustrations for publication.
‘… excellent …’
Neil Paterson, The Bookseller

‘This is a monument to clarity and clear thinking: a master class in what is fast becoming a lost art … no printer should be without this book. No publisher. No editor and certainly no self-publisher.’
Writer’s Forum
2006 228 x 152 mm 558pp 5 line diagrams 23 half-tones 28 figures
978-0-521-84713-1 Hardback £45.00

David Crystal
Language and the Internet
Second edition
David Crystal
University of Wales, Bangor
In recent years, the Internet has come to dominate our lives. Covering a range of genres, including e-mail, chat, and the Web, David Crystal reveals how the Internet is radically changing how we use language. Engaging and accessible, this book will continue to fascinate anyone who has used the Internet.
2006 216 x 138 mm 316pp
978-0-521-86859-4 Hardback £17.99

English as a Global Language
Second edition
David Crystal
Crystal presents an account of the rise and status of English as a global language.
‘A masterly synopsis of the spread of English across the world … English as a Global Language arrives as an elegant successor to Robert McCrum’s The Story of English, published in 1986, it is at the same time cool and immensely authoritative. Less than half the size, but with scarcely less text than its richly illustrated Rolls-Royce predecessor, it sets a new standard in the popularisation of linguistics.’
Sir John Hanson (Director-General of The British Council), Times Higher Education Supplement
The Cambridge Encyclopedia of the English Language
Second edition
David Crystal

'A delight and a treasure ... David Crystal does a brilliant job of satisfying our curiosity about our mother tongue while illuminating the deepest questions of who we are and where we come from. A magnificent achievement.'

Steven Pinker

The Cambridge Encyclopedia of Language
Second edition
David Crystal
A complete revised update, in full colour, of the most successful general study of language ever published.

'... a celebration of language in all its oddity, beauty, fun, astonishing complexity and limitless variety.'

London Review of Books

Language Death
David Crystal
A thorough review of the worldwide problem of language endangerment and death.

'... this work is directed at anyone with an interest in humanities and a concern about our future as mankind. Its wealth of information, observation and analysis enlightens the mind and invigorates the spirit of community and identity.'

Language International

Noam Chomsky

Language and Mind
Third edition
Noam Chomsky
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
This is the long-awaited third edition of Noam Chomsky’s outstanding essays on language and mind. The first six chapters, originally published in the 1960s, made a groundbreaking contribution to linguistic theory. In this new edition, two additional chapters review the key issues, raising some novel and exciting challenges for linguistics.

2006 228 x 152 mm 208pp
978-0-521-85819-9 Hardback £45.00
978-0-521-67493-5 Paperback £15.99

The Cambridge Companion to Chomsky
Edited by James McGilvray
McGill University, Montréal
A comprehensive and accessible companion to the various aspects of Noam Chomsky’s work.

‘The Cambridge Companion to Chomsky is a comprehensive, intelligible, and hugely informative guide to Chomsky studies, essential to all academic institutions and libraries, and inspiring for all who hope and believe that a better world is possible.’

Reference Reviews

2005 228 x 152 mm 346pp
978-0-521-78013-1 Hardback £60.00
978-0-521-78431-3 Paperback £25.00

Chomsky

Ideas and Ideals
Second edition
Neil Smith
University College London
Analyses Chomsky’s important contribution to the study of language and the study of mind.

‘Neil Smith’s book is a sympathetically personal and academically astute introduction to important themes in Chomsky’s linguistic and political work. I recommend this book to students, and specialists will find it useful too.’

James McGilvray, McGill University

On Nature and Language
Noam Chomsky
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Edited by Adriana Belletti
Università degli Studi, Siena
and Luigi Rizzi
Università degli Studi, Siena
Noam Chomsky develops his thinking on the relation between language, mind and brain.

‘Chomsky makes linguistics intellectually interesting, he makes it exciting, and he makes it a discipline that matters to the wider scientific community.’

Stephen Pulman, The Times Higher Educational Supplement

New Horizons in the Study of Language and Mind
Noam Chomsky
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Foreword by Neil Smith
University College London
Outstanding and unique contribution to the philosophical study of language and mind by Noam Chomsky.

‘As before, Chomsky has set out issues and theories of the utmost importance. To disagree with him, to sense that the jury is out on key assertions remains a (perilous) privilege.’

George Steiner, Observer

English Language
See also
Crystal: English as a Global Language. Page 7
Crystal: The Cambridge Encyclopedia of the English Language. Page 7

A History of the English Language
Edited by Richard M. Hogg
University of Manchester
and David Denison
University of Manchester

The history and development of English, from the earliest known writings to its status today as a dominant world language, is a subject of major importance to linguists and historians. In this authoritative volume, a team of international experts cover the entire recorded history of the language over fifteen centuries.

‘… will keep you occupied for days.’
Writer’s Forum

‘Two new histories cover the usual ground convincingly, yet both offer fresh approaches … [the book] is firmly grounded in the scholarship and methodology of the magisterial six-volume Cambridge History of the English Language … The value of the [book’s] thematic approach is that it more obviously illuminates change and continuity within a particular domain … [this book is] aimed at an audience of undergraduates and scholars needing a handy one-volume companion. While most of the material [it contain] is eminently readable … there is elegant writing here, and sometimes it is succulent, too, as in Richard Coates’s chewy essay on the names of people and places … [this book] answer[s] the need for a history of English that is up-to-date, culturally sensitive, detailed and rigourous … convey[s] some of the lusture, excitement and agony of the past.’
New Statesman

2006 247 x 174 mm 510pp 22 figures
978-0-521-83140-6 Hardback £60.00
978-0-521-86107-6 Hardback £50.00

Postcolonial English
Varieties around the world
Edgar W. Schneider
Universität Regensburg, Germany

The global spread of English has resulted in a diverse range of postcolonial varieties in many countries around the world. Postcolonial English provides a clear and original account of the historical, social and ecological evolution of these varieties, and reveals a unifying process that has motivated their spread and diversification.

Cambridge Approaches to Language Contact
2007 228 x 152 mm 384pp 3 line diagrams 3 tables 9 maps
978-0-521-83140-6 Hardback £60.00

The Cambridge Grammar of the English Language
Rodney Huddleston
University of Queensland
and Geoffrey K. Pullum
University of California, Santa Cruz

The definitive new grammatical description of international Standard English for contemporary specialists in the language.

2002 247 x 174 mm 1860pp
978-0-521-43146-0 Hardback £120.00

Northern English
A Social and Cultural History
Katie Wales
University of Sheffield

English as spoken in the North of England has a rich social and cultural history; however research has often neglected it in favour of ‘Standard English’. In this groundbreaking, alternative account of the history of English, Northern English, with its varieties and diversity, takes centre stage for the first time.

2006 228 x 152 mm 276pp 1 line diagram 19 maps
978-0-521-86107-6 Hardback £50.00

2006 247 x 174 mm 510pp 22 figures
978-0-521-86106-9 Hardback £50.00

Nineteenth-Century English
Stability and Change
Edited by Merja Kytö
Uppsala Universitet, Sweden

Mats Rydén
Uppsala Universitet, Sweden
and Erik Smitterberg
Stockholms Universitet

This volume examines English during the nineteenth century, a period of both stability and change for the language. Considering both structural aspects and sociolinguistics issues, it compares nineteenth-century English with both earlier and later periods, making an important contribution to our overall understanding of the history of the English language.

Studies in English Language
2006 228 x 152 mm 316pp 2 half-tones 121 tables 9 figures
978-0-521-86106-9 Hardback £50.00

Twentieth-Century English
History, Variation and Standardization
Christian Mair
Albert-Ludwigs-Universität Freiburg, Germany

Standard English has evolved in many ways over the past hundred years. From pronunciation to vocabulary to grammar, this concise survey clearly documents the recent history of Standard English. Essential reading for anyone interested in language change in progress, it will be welcomed by students, researchers, and language teachers alike.

Studies in English Language
2006 228 x 152 mm 260pp 71 tables 2 maps
978-0-521-86106-9 Hardback £48.00

British or American English?
A Handbook of Word and Grammar Patterns
John Algeo

This is a clearly organized guide to the differences — and similarities — between the grammar of British and American speakers of English. Assuming no prior knowledge of linguistics, and containing
extensive quotations from real-life English on both sides of the Atlantic, it provides an accessible account of contemporary English in use.

Studies in English Language
2006 228 x 152 mm 360pp
978-0-521-37137-7 Hardback £47.00
978-0-521-37993-9 Paperback £19.99

FORTHCOMING

The English Noun Phrase
The Nature of Linguistic Categorization
Evelien Keizer
Universiteit van Amsterdam
This study explores different types of noun phrase in English, discussing the interaction between their form, meaning and use. Drawing on authentic examples, it addresses the question of how different noun phrases are structured, and how we produce and understand them — shedding new light on the nature of linguistic classification.

Studies in English Language
2007 228 x 152 mm 608pp
978-0-521-84576-2 Hardback £50.00
978-0-521-60829-9 Paperback £22.99

FORTHCOMING

Irish English
History and Present-Day Forms
Raymond Hickey
Universität-Gesamthochschule-Essen
This book traces the development of Irish English from the late middle ages to the present day, revealing how it arose, how it has developed, and how it continues to change. Considering issues at all levels of linguistics, it will be invaluable to historical linguists, sociolinguists, syntacticians and phonologists alike.

Studies in English Language
2007 228 x 152 mm 480pp
978-0-521-85299-9 Hardback c. £60.00
Publication June 2007

Syntax and Morphology

See also
Hornstein: Understanding Minimalism. Page 4
Butt: Theories of Case. Page 4
Corbett: Agreement. Page 5
Radford: Minimalist Syntax. Page 5

Radford: English Syntax: An Introduction. Page 2

Derivations in Minimalism
Samuel David Epstein
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
and T. Daniel Seely
Eastern Michigan University
A pathbreaking new perspective on derivation, the series of operations by which sentences are formed.

Cambridge Studies in Linguistics, 111
2006 228 x 152 mm 234pp
978-0-521-81180-4 Hardback £50.00
978-0-521-01058-0 Paperback £19.99

Subjects and Universal Grammar
An Explanatory Theory
Yehuda N. Falk
Hebrew University of Jerusalem
The ‘subject’ of a sentence presents great challenges to linguists. This volume takes a new approach to subjects, examining them from both a formal and typological perspective. Drawing on data from a wide range of languages, it explains why, even across very different languages, certain core properties can be found.

Cambridge Studies in Linguistics, 113
2006 228 x 152 mm 258pp
110 line diagrams
978-0-521-85854-0 Hardback £55.00

FORTHCOMING

Topics in Ellipsis
Edited by Kyle Johnson
Ellipsis occurs when certain portions of a sentence are unspoken — for example ‘Jack called, but I don’t know where [he called] from’. This volume proposes new and original solutions to some key questions in the study of ellipsis, making progress towards solving some central problems in syntactic and semantic theory.

2007 228 x 152 mm 320pp
978-0-521-81508-6 Hardback c. £55.00
Publication August 2007

Syntactic Relations
A Critical Survey
P. H. Matthews
University of Cambridge
This critical new survey questions two fundamental assumptions in syntactic theory: firstly, that a sentence comprises a hierarchy of phrases, forming a ‘tree’ structure; and secondly, that phrases have ‘heads’, on which subordinate units depend. An essential and thought-provoking read for students, researchers in linguistic theory as well as non-specialists.

Cambridge Studies in Linguistics, 114
2007 228 x 152 mm 232pp
978-0-521-84576-2 Hardback £50.00
978-0-521-60829-9 Paperback £18.99

The Syntax-Morphology Interface
A Study of Syncretism
Matthew Baerman
University of Surrey
Dunstan Brown
University of Surrey
and Greville G. Corbett
University of Surrey
The first full-length study of inflectional syncretism, where a single form serves two or more morphosyntactic functions.

Cambridge Studies in Linguistics, 109
2005 228 x 152 mm 302pp 3 tables
8 figures 2 maps
978-0-521-82181-0 Hardback £55.00

Visit our website at www.cambridge.org
The Syntax of French
Paul Rowlett
University of Salford

A concise and accessible guide to the syntax of Modern French, providing a clear overview of those aspects of the language that are of particular interest to theoretical linguists. Covering a broad variety of topics, it will be invaluable to students and scholars working on syntactic theory and comparative linguistics.


Cambridge Syntax Guides
2007 228 x 152 mm 266pp
978-0-521-54299-9 Paperback £18.99

Phonetics and Phonology

See also
Wells: English Intonation. Page 2
Ashby: Introducing Phonetic Science. Page 3
Odden: Introducing Phonology. Page 3

The Cambridge Handbook of Phonology
Edited by Paul de Lacy
Rutgers University, New Jersey

Phonology — the study of how the sounds of speech are represented in our minds — is one of the core areas of linguistic theory, and is central to the study of human language. This state-of-the-art handbook brings together the world’s leading experts in phonology to present the most comprehensive and detailed overview of the field to date. Focusing on the most recent research and the most influential theories, the authors discuss each of the central issues in phonological theory, explore a variety of empirical phenomena, and show how phonology interacts with other aspects of language such as syntax, morphology, phonetics, and language acquisition. Providing a one-stop guide to every aspect of this important field, The Cambridge Handbook of Phonology will serve as an invaluable source of readings for advanced undergraduate and graduate students, an informative overview for linguists, and a useful starting point for anyone beginning phonological research.

Markedness
Reduction and Preservation in Phonology
Paul de Lacy
Rutgers University, New Jersey
Presents a groundbreaking new theory of markedness in phonology, the tendency of languages to show a preference for particular structures or sounds. Drawing on examples from a wide range of phonological phenomena, de Lacy argues that markedness is part of our linguistic competence, determined by conflicting mechanisms in the brain.

Sociolinguistics
The Social Stratification of English in New York City
Second edition
William Labov
University of Pennsylvania
This groundbreaking study of New York speech founded the discipline of sociolinguistics, presenting a pioneering new account of social variation in language. In this second edition, Labov reviews forty years of findings in sociolinguistics, and brings the reader up to date on the methods, results and achievements of sociolinguistic research.

Sequence Organization in Interaction
A Primer in Conversation Analysis
Volume I
Emanuel A. Schegloff
University of California, Los Angeles
First volume in a revealing new series on Conversation Analysis, the study of talk in interaction. This volume’s topic is ‘sequence organization’ – the ways in which turns-at-talk are ordered to make actions take place in conversation. It will be invaluable to anyone interested in interaction and the workings of conversation.

Spelling and Society
The Culture and Politics of Orthography Around the World
Mark Sebba
Lancaster University
Mark Sebba explores why matters of orthography are of real concern to so many groups as a powerful symbol of national or local identity. Will be welcomed by students and researchers in English language, orthography and sociolinguistics, and by anyone interested in the importance of spelling in contemporary society.

Language in South Asia
Edited by Braj B. Kachru
University of Illinois, Chicago
Yamuna Kachru
University of Illinois, Chicago
and S. N. Sridhar
State University of New York, Stony Brook
An overview of the language in South Asia within a linguistic, historical and sociolinguistic context, comprising authoritative contributions from international scholars within the field of language and linguistics. It is an accessible interdisciplinary book for students and scholars in sociolinguistics, multilingualism, language planning and South Asian studies.

Sociolinguistic Variation
Theories, Methods, Applications
Edited by Robert Bayley
University of Texas, San Antonio
and Cell Lucas
Gallaudet University, Washington DC
This textbook provides an overview of the main areas of sociolinguistic variation: how do sociolinguists think about variation in language, what methods do they use to study this variation, and what does the study of variation mean in areas such as...
education, the law, employment and housing.


2007 247 x 174 mm 375pp
18 line diagrams 49 tables
978-0-521-69181-9 Hardback c. £18.99
978-0-521-77818-3 Paperback £21.99
Publication December 2007

Saving Languages
An Introduction to Language Revitalization
Lenore A. Grenoble
Dartmouth College, New Hampshire
and Lindsay J. Whaley
Dartmouth College, New Hampshire
A guide to language revitalization, presenting the issues and practices involved in preventing language loss.

2005 247 x 174 mm 244pp
978-0-521-81621-2 Hardback £50.00
978-0-521-61652-0 Paperback £18.99

Communication Across Cultures
Mutual Understanding in a Global World
Heather Bowe
Monash University
and Kylie Martin
Monash University
Explains why speakers from different cultures can often misunderstand each other and examines how English speakers use language to express friendliness, respect, avoid rudeness, or be one of the group. For a citizen of the global world, it is essential to have an awareness of different cultural expectations.

2007 228 x 152 mm 200pp

Textbook Series

Key Topics in Sociolinguistics
Series Editor: Rajend Mesthrie
This new series focuses on the main topics of study in sociolinguistics today. It consists of accessible yet challenging accounts of the most important issues to consider when examining the relationship between language and society. Some topics have been the subject of sociolinguistic study for many years, and are here re-examined in the light of new developments in the field; others are issues of growing importance that have not so far been given a sustained treatment. Written by leading experts, the books in the series are designed to be used on courses and in seminars, and include useful suggestions for further reading and a helpful glossary.

Language and Ethnicity
Carmen Fought
Pitzer College, Claremont
What is ethnicity? Is there a ‘white’ way of speaking? Why do people sometimes borrow features of another ethnic group’s language? This lively overview reveals the fascinating relationship between language ethnic identity, exploring the crucial role it plays in both revealing a speaker’s ethnicity and helping to construct it.


Language Variation and Identity
Nikolas Coupland
Cardiff University
This book explains the concept of style in speech and examines ways of studying accents and dialects. It explains, theoretically and with copious examples, how style in language creates social meanings, for example by changing the...
quality of social relationships or allowing speakers to project different identities.


Key Topics in Sociolinguistics

2007 216 x 138 mm 305pp 7 line diagrams 4 tables
978-0-521-85303-3 Hardback c. £45.00
978-0-521-61814-4 Paperback c. £17.99
Publication June 2007

SERIES

Studies in Interactional Sociolinguistics

Series Editors: Paul Drew
Marjorie Harness Goodwin
John J. Gumperz
Deborah Schiffrin

FORTHCOMING

Talking Voices
Repetition, Dialogue, and Imagery in Conversational Discourse
Second edition
Deborah Tannen
Georgetown University, Washington DC

Talking Voices presents the scholarly research that forms the foundation for Deborah Tannen’s best-selling books about the role of language in human relationships. It provides a clear framework for understanding how ordinary conversation creates meaning and establishes relationships.

‘Pleasant to read and constantly stimulating ... an excellent introduction to the kind of analysis Tannen does so well.’
Ronald K. S. Macaulay, Language

Studies in Interactional Sociolinguistics
2007 228 x 138 mm 390pp 10 tables 30 figures
978-0-521-48159-5 Hardcover £50.00
978-0-521-83402-5 Hardback £55.00
978-0-521-52567-1 Paperback £19.99
Publication June 2007

The Social Construction of Literacy
Second edition
Jenny Cook-Gumperz
University of California, Santa Barbara

A study of how children acquire literacy, viewing literacy acquisition as a socially constructed process.

Studies in Interactional Sociolinguistics, 25
2006 228 x 152 mm 332pp
978-0-521-81963-3 Hardcover £45.00
978-0-521-52567-1 Paperback £19.99

Reporting Talk
Reported Speech in Interaction
Edited by Elizabeth Holt
and Rebecca Clift
University of Essex

Reported speech, or the quotation of others’ words, is used in many different types of interaction. In this revealing study, a team of leading experts explore how reported speech is designed, the actions it is used to perform, and how it fits into the environments in which it is used.

Studies in Interactional Sociolinguistics, 24
2006 228 x 152 mm 304pp 10 figures
978-0-521-82483-5 Hardcover £60.00

Communication in Medical Care
Interaction Between Primary Care Physicians and Patients
Edited by John Heritage
University of California, Los Angeles
and Douglas W. Maynard
University of Wisconsin, Madison

Provides a comprehensive discussion of communication between doctors and patients in primary care consultations.

Studies in Interactional Sociolinguistics, 20
2006 228 x 152 mm 509pp
978-0-521-62123-6 Hardcover £60.00
978-0-521-62899-0 Paperback £23.99

In Other Words
Variation in Reference and Narrative
Deborah Schiffrin
Georgetown University, Washington DC

Explores the ways that words and meanings are re-used in new contexts for new listeners.

Studies in Interactional Sociolinguistics, 21
2006 216 x 138 mm 390pp 10 tables 30 figures
978-0-521-48159-5 Hardcover £50.00
978-0-521-48474-9 Paperback £22.99

Language in Late Modernity
Interaction in an Urban School
Ben Rampton
King’s College London

Provides a sociolinguistic account of classroom interaction, based on research in an inner-city high school.

Studies in Interactional Sociolinguistics, 22
2006 228 x 152 mm 464pp 8 tables 1 figure
978-0-521-81263-4 Hardcover £55.00
978-0-521-54191-6 Paperback £24.99

Discourse and Identity
Edited by Anna De Fina
Georgetown University, Washington DC
Deborah Schiffrin
Georgetown University, Washington DC
and Michael Bamberg
Georgetown University, Washington DC

Uses new models and approaches to account for the relationship between language, discourse and society.

Studies in Interactional Sociolinguistics, 23
2006 228 x 152 mm 474pp 1 figure
978-0-521-83402-5 Hardcover £55.00
978-0-521-54191-6 Paperback £24.99

Studies in the Social and Cultural Foundations of Language

Series Editors: Judith Irvine
Brandeis University
Bambi Schieffelin
New York University
Marjorie Harness Goodwin
University of South Carolina
Joel Kuipers
George Washington University
Don Kulick
Stockholms Universitet
John Lucy
University of Chicago

Language and Social Relations
Asif Agha
University of Pennsylvania

Explores the important role of language in various aspects of our social life, such as identity, gender relations, class, kinship, status, and hierarchies. Drawing on authentic data from over thirty different languages and societies, it shows how we use language to...
formulate and transmit models of social life and conduct.

Studies in the Social and Cultural Foundations of Language, 24
2006 228 x 152 mm 446pp 69 tables 28 figures
978-0-521-57176-0 Hardback £50.00
978-0-521-57685-7 Paperback £18.99

Language, Culture, and Society
Key Topics in Linguistic Anthropology
Edited by Christine Jourdan
Concordia University, Montréal
and Kevin Tuite
Université de Montréal
A discussion of some important questions in linguistic anthropology, the study of language in relation to culture and social interaction.

Studies in the Social and Cultural Foundations of Language, 23
2006 228 x 152 mm 324pp
978-0-521-84941-8 Hardback £45.00
978-0-521-61474-0 Paperback £19.99

SERIES
Language Culture and Cognition
Series Editor: Stephen C. Levinson
Max-Planck-Institut für Psycholinguistik, The Netherlands

Grammars of Space
Explorations in Cognitive Diversity
Edited by Stephen C. Levinson
Max-Planck-Institut für Psycholinguistik, The Netherlands
and David P. Wilkins
San Francisco State University
In this pioneering collection, a team of leading linguists and psychologists look at how the spatial domain is structured in language. Drawing on data from a wide range of languages, they uncover considerable cross-linguistic variation across this central domain, adding to debates about the innate foundations of human cognition.

Language Culture and Cognition, 6
2006 228 x 152 mm 640pp 66 figures
978-0-521-83334-9 Hardback £65.00
978-0-521-67178-1 Paperback £29.99

Language Acquisition and Psycholinguistics

See also
Yip: Child Language. Page 4

The Handbook of East Asian Psycholinguistics
Volume 1: Chinese
Edited by Ping Li
University of Richmond, Virginia
Li Hai Tan
The University of Hong Kong
Elizabeth Bates
University of California, San Diego
and Ovid J. L. Tzeng
Academia Sinica, Taipei, Taiwan
This handbook, the first in a three-volume series on East Asian psycholinguistics, presents a state-of-the-art discussion of the psycholinguistic study of Chinese. Topics covered include first and second language acquisition, language processing and reading, language disorders in children and adults, and the relationships between language, brain, culture, and cognition.
2006 228 x 152 mm 428pp 11 tables 23 figures
978-0-521-83334-9 Hardback £65.00

FORTHCOMING

The Bilingual Child
Early Development and Language Contact
Virginia Yip
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
and Stephen Matthews
The University of Hong Kong
How does a child become bilingual? Drawing on new studies of children exposed to two languages from birth (English and Cantonese), this book demonstrates how childhood bilingualism develops naturally in response to the two languages in the children’s environment.
Cambridge Approaches to Language Contact
2007 228 x 152 mm 336pp 14 line diagrams 31 tables
978-0-521-83617-3 Hardback c. £45.00
978-0-521-54476-4 Paperback c. £15.99
Publication August 2007

FORTHCOMING

Language Development and Age
Julia Herschensohn
University of Washington
Professor Herschensohn examines whether early childhood is a critical period for language acquisition after which individuals cannot learn language as native speakers. First language is largely susceptible to age constraints,

Sociolinguistics / Language Acquisition and Psycholinguistics
showing major deficits past age twelve. Second language acquisition also shows age effects, but with a range of individual differences.
2007 228 x 152 mm 270pp
12 line diagrams 7 tables
978-0-521-87297-3  Hardcover  c. £55.00
Publication August 2007

NEW IN PAPERBACK

Metaphor in Culture
Universality and Variation
Zoltán Kövecses
Loránd Eötvös University, Budapest

Cognitive linguists have done important work on universal aspects of metaphor, but they have paid much less attention to why metaphors vary both interculturally and intraculturally as extensively as they do. In this book, Zoltán Kövecses proposes a new theory of metaphor variation.

‘The book is … thorough and provides a good overview of existing theories before going on to develop these. … an informative, readable and at times entertaining overview of metaphor and culture.’

Psychologist
2007 228 x 152 mm 332pp 7 tables
978-0-521-69612-8  Paperback  £17.99
978-0-521-84447-5  Hardcover  £48.00

Mind, Brain and Education in Reading Disorders
Edited by Kurt W. Fischer
Harvard University, Massachusetts
Jane Holmes Bernstein
The Children’s Hospital, Boston
and Mary Helen Immordino-Yang
University of Southern California

How does biology constrain learning to read? How does experience shape the development of reading skills? This book addresses questions such as these, connecting knowledge from neuroscience, genetics, cognitive science, child development, neuropsychology and education. This pioneering study will be of interest to both academic researchers and graduate students.

Cambridge Studies in Cognitive and Perceptual Development, 11
2007 228 x 152 mm 352pp
28 line diagrams 9 half-tones 15 tables 9 graphs
978-0-521-85479-5  Hardcover  £50.00

Action to Language via the Mirror Neuron System
Edited by Michael A. Arbib
University of Southern California

In this book, internationally recognised experts from child development, computer science, linguistics, neuroscience, primatology and robotics discuss the role of the mirror neuron system for the recognition of hand actions and the evolutionary basis for the brain mechanisms that support language.
2006 247 x 174 mm 566pp
59 line diagrams 30 half-tones 7 tables
978-0-521-84755-1  Hardcover  £90.00

Educating English Language Learners
A Synthesis of Research Evidence
Fred Genesee
McGill University, Montréal
Kathryn Lindholm-Leary
San José State University, California
Bill Saunders
California State University, Long Beach
and Donna Christian
Centre for Applied Linguistics, Washington D.C.

This book provides research on English language learners in U.S. schools.
2006 228 x 152 mm 256pp 14 tables
978-0-521-85975-2  Hardcover  £45.00
978-0-521-67699-1  Paperback  £16.99

FORTHCOMING

The Regional Diversification of Latin, 200 BC – AD 600
J. N. Adams
University of Oxford

Classical Latin appears to be without regional dialects, yet Latin evolved in little more than a millennium into a variety of different languages (the Romance languages: Italian, French, Spanish, Portuguese etc.). Was regional diversity apparent from the earliest times, obscured perhaps by the standardisation of writing, or did some catastrophic event in late antiquity cause the language to vary? These questions have long intrigued Latinists and Romance philologists, struck by the apparent uniformity of Latin alongside the variety of Romance. This book establishes that Latin was never geographically uniform. The changing patterns of diversity and the determinants of variation are examined from the time of the early inscriptions of Italy, through to late antiquity and the beginnings of the Romance dialects in the western Roman provinces. This is the most comprehensive treatment ever undertaken of the regional diversification of Latin throughout its history in the Roman period.
2007 228 x 152 mm 670pp 18 maps
978-0-521-81494-4  Hardcover  £110.00
Publication December 2007

Historical Linguistics

See also
Hogg: A History of the English Language. Page 8
Clackson: Indo-European Linguistics. Page 4

FORTHCOMING

A Linguistic Geography of Africa
Bernd Heine
Universität zu Köln, Germany
and Derek Nurse
Memorial University of Newfoundland

Research on African languages has been preoccupied with understanding similarities across the four distinct language families. This book discusses whether structural similarities and dissimilarities among African languages are the result of contact between these languages, and demonstrates that such similarities are more common than is widely believed.

Cambridge Approaches to Language Contact
2007 228 x 152 mm 300pp 2 line diagrams 20 maps
978-0-521-87611-7  Hardcover  £60.00
Publication October 2007

FORTHCOMING

Language Classification: History and Method
Lyle Campbell
University of Utah
and William Poser
University of Pennsylvania

This book discusses language classification and how and why languages diversify and spread.
2007 247 x 174 mm 450pp 3 line diagrams
978-0-521-88005-3  Hardcover  £65.00
Publication November 2007

For regular email alerts visit www.cambridge.org/alerts
Lexicalization and Language Change
Laurel J. Brinton
University of British Columbia, Vancouver and Elizabeth Closs Traugott
Stanford University, California

Examines the ways in which lexicalization, a process of language change, has been presented in the literature.

‘… very clearly structured. … Brinton and Traugott’s book represents a major contribution to our knowledge and understanding of the relationship between grammaticalization and lexicalization, and their role in language change. It not only provides a complete survey of previous approaches in a systematic way but also offers a new integrated model that is applied to some of the most controversial instances of linguistic change in the history of English, with a perspective on comparable changes cross-linguistically. The extensive list of references is an invaluable source of information about the wide variety of studies within this field of language change. The book is marked by an admirable clarity and vividness and will thus be extremely useful not only for experts in the field, but also for students trying to find an orientation in matters of language change.’

Folia Linguistica


Research Surveys in Linguistics
2005 228 x 152 mm 220pp
978-0-521-83310-3 Hardback £45.00
978-0-521-80687-9 Paperback £20.99

Dialect Change
Convergence and Divergence in European Languages
Edited by Peter Auer
University of Freiburg
Frans Hinkelmann
Meeters Institute, Amsterdam and the Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam
and Paul Kerswill
Lancaster University

This book brings together a team of leading scholars to explore all aspects of recent dialect change, in particular dialect convergence and divergence. Each specially-commissioned chapter is based on original research, giving an overview of current work on that particular area and presenting case studies to illustrate the issues discussed.

2005 228 x 152 mm 432pp 2 line diagrams 39 tables 12 graphs 8 maps
978-0-521-80687-9 Hardback £50.00

A History of Ancient Greek
From the Beginnings to Late Antiquity
Edited by A.-F. Christidis
University of Thessaloniki, Greece

This book provides the most comprehensive account of the history of the Greek language from its beginnings to late antiquity. In this revised and expanded translation of the Greek original published in 2001, a distinguished international team of scholars goes beyond a merely technical treatment of the subject by examining the language’s relationship with politics, society and culture. An attempt is made to cover all aspects of the history of Greek, including those that are usually considered marginal, such as obscene language, the language of the gods and child talk. Other topics which receive particular emphasis are language contact and translation practices in antiquity. The book’s clear organisation and concise chapters make it highly readable and accessible to non-specialists, and the text is supported by example passages from primary sources and numerous informative illustrations.

It is an essential reference work for all those interested in the history of Greek.


2007 247 x 174 mm 160pp
50 line diagrams 71 half-tones 23 tables 13 maps
978-0-521-83307-3 Hardback £140.00

The Medieval World of Isidore of Seville
Truth from Words
John Henderson
University of Cambridge

First full reading of St Isidore of Seville’s Etymologiae. This presents a systematic survey of the world according to Judaic, Graeco-Roman, and Christian civilization in the form of a vast thesaurus of Latin vocabulary, and was one of the most influential books in European culture through the whole medieval period.

2007 228 x 152 mm 244pp 8 half-tones
978-0-521-86740-5 Hardback £55.00

Sign Language and Gesture

TEXTBOOK

Sign Language and Linguistic Universals
Wendy Sandler
University of Haifa, Israel
and Diane Lillo-Martin
University of Connecticut

Compares sign languages with spoken languages, in order to seek their shared universal properties.

‘This book quite nicely fills a void long present in the sign linguistics literature. Most sign linguistics volumes have focused on one particular issue or theme … within just one sign language … the book is very reasonably priced, and you get quite a lot for your money … I recommend this book to linguists interested in learning more about sign languages. Given the overall theme, the book would be of particular interest to those studying language typology. I would also recommend this book to students who have some background in theoretical linguistics (particularly phonology and syntax),
Contents: Part I. Introduction:
1. One human language or two?

Studies in Natural Language Processing
Series Editor: Steven Bird
Linguistic Data Consortium, University of Melbourne

Language, Cohesion and Form
Edited by Yorick Wilks
University of Sheffield
Brings together for the first time the papers of Margaret Masterman, a pioneer in the field of computational linguistics.
Studies in Natural Language Processing
2005 228 x 152 mm 322pp
54 line diagrams
978-0-521-45489-6 Hardback £55.00

Memory-Based Language Processing
Walter Daelemans
University of Antwerp, Linguistics Department
and Antal van den Bosch
Universiteit van Tilburg
Discusses the theory and practice of memory-based language processing—a machine learning method for modelling language.
Studies in Natural Language Processing
2005 247 x 174 mm 198pp
978-0-521-80890-3 Hardback £50.00

Languages
West Indians and their Language
Second edition
Peter A. Roberts
University of the West Indies
Fully updated, this second edition concentrates on the varieties of language in West Indian society, the historical sources of West Indian English, the orthography used to represent spoken language, language and the supernatural, language education policy and aspects of teaching and learning in West Indian schools.
2007 228 x 152 mm 248pp
978-0-521-69698-2 Paperback £14.95

The Sounds of Chinese
Yen-Hwei Lin
Michigan State University
This accessible textbook and audio CD provides a clear introduction to the sounds of Chinese, designed for English-speaking students. Setting a solid foundation in the description and analysis of Chinese sounds, it will also be useful to Chinese language teachers as well as those studying the linguistic structure of Chinese.
2007 247 x 174 mm 336pp
11 tables
54 exercises 11 figures
978-0-521-60398-0 Paperback c. £22.99
Publication July 2007

Visit our website at www.cambridge.org
FORTHCOMING TEXTBOOK

Using Russian Vocabulary
Terence Wade
University of Strathclyde

Using Russian Vocabulary provides an in-depth, structured approach to the learning of vocabulary. Containing over 5000 words, it is made up of eighteen units, organized thematically into topics and according to levels, with each unit containing over sixty practical, graded exercises. An invaluable vocabulary-learning resource for students and teachers alike.


2007 238 x 169 mm 400pp 350 exercises 978-0-521-61236-4 Paperback c. £23.99 Publication June 2007

TEXTBOOK

Using Arabic Synonyms
Dilworth Parkinson
Brigham Young University, Utah

An essential guide to Arabic synonyms, designed to help students broaden and improve their vocabulary.


2005 238 x 169 mm 704pp 978-0-521-00176-2 Paperback £29.99

TEXTBOOK

The Sounds of Spanish
José Ignacio Hualde
University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign

This accessible textbook provides a clear introduction to the sounds and pronunciation of Spanish.


2005 247 x 174 mm 336pp 87 tables 59 exercises 60 figures 2 maps 978-0-521-54760-4 Paperback £25.99

TEXTBOOK

A Student Grammar of Spanish
Ron Batchelor
University of Nottingham

A concise introduction to Spanish grammar, complete with glossary and exercises, designed for English-speaking undergraduates.


2006 247 x 174 mm 352pp 978-0-521-67077-7 Paperback £17.99

FORTHCOMING TEXTBOOK

Using Korean
Miho Choo

A guide to Korean language usage for students who have already acquired the basics of the language and wish to extend their knowledge. Unlike conventional grammar books, it gives special attention to those areas of vocabulary and grammar which cause most difficulty to English-speakers.


2007 238 x 169 mm 200pp 978-0-521-66788-3 Paperback c. £18.99 Publication December 2007
**Textbook**

**Chinese**  
*An Introduction to Chinese*  
Loewenstein, I.  
University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign  
2006  228 x 152 mm  336pp  12 line diagrams  23 tables  2 maps  
978-0-521-60415-9  £35.00

**Maori**  
*An Introduction to Maori*  
Ray Harlow  
University of Waikato, New Zealand  
2007  228 x 152 mm  256pp  14 line diagrams  35 tables  2 maps  
978-0-521-80861-3  £45.00

**French**  
*An Introduction to French*  
Zsuzsanna Fagyal  
University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign  
2006  228 x 152 mm  356pp  23 tables  127 exercises  17 figures  
978-0-521-82380-7  £45.00

**Māori**  
*An Introduction to Māori*  
Ray Harlow  
University of Waikato, New Zealand  
2007  228 x 152 mm  256pp  14 line diagrams  35 tables  2 maps  
978-0-521-80861-3  £45.00

**Philosophy of Language**  
*An Introduction to the Philosophy of Language*  
Michael Morris  
University of Sussex  
2006  228 x 152 mm  522pp  1 line diagram  1 table  
978-0-521-01511-0  £23.99

**The Slavic Languages**  
Roland Sussex  
University of Queensland  
and Paul Cubberley  
2006  228 x 152 mm  658pp  
978-0-521-22315-7  £85.00

Cambridge Introductions to Philosophy
2006   247 x 174 mm   336pp
978-0-521-84215-0   Hardback £45.00
978-0-521-60311-9   Paperback £15.99

John Searle's Philosophy of Language
Force, Meaning and Mind
Edited by Savas L. Tsohatzidis
Aristotle University, Thessaloniki
This is a volume of original essays on key aspects of John Searle's philosophy of language. Written by a distinguished team of contemporary philosophers, and prefaced by an illuminating essay by Searle, it aims to suggest innovative approaches to fundamental questions that Searle's work has addressed.
2007   222 x 152 mm   320pp 5 tables 2 figures
978-0-521-86627-9   Hardback c. £45.00
978-0-521-68534-4   Paperback c. £17.99
Publication October 2007

Conventionalism
From Poincare to Quine
Yemima Ben-Menahem
Hebrew University of Jerusalem
This is the first comprehensive study of Conventionalism, providing a new perspective on twentieth-century philosophy.
2006   228 x 152 mm   340pp
978-0-521-82619-8   Hardback £48.00

Peirce's Theory of Signs
T. L. Short
Corrects widespread misconceptions of Peirce's theory and demonstrates its relevance to contemporary analytic philosophy.
2007   228 x 152 mm   400pp
978-0-521-84320-1   Hardback £48.00

English Language Teaching

The Pocket Guide to English Language
John O’Connor
The Pocket Guide to English Language is a handy reference guide to English grammar.

Literacy in Context
2002   198 x 129 mm   184pp 2 colour book
978-0-521-52991-4   Paperback £8.75

World Englishes
Implications for International Communication and English Language Teaching
Andy Kirkpatrick
Curtin University of Technology, Perth
The author describes selected varieties of World Englishes, and discusses their implications for English language learning and teaching in specific contexts.
2007   228 x 152 mm   340pp
978-0-521-85146-6   Hardback £50.00
978-0-521-85147-3   Paperback £19.50

Language Teacher Supervision
A Case-Based Approach
Kathleen M. Bailey
Language Teacher Supervision analyzes the supervision of pre-service and in-service teachers, experienced teachers, and non-native speaking teachers. This book covers such issues as teacher evaluation, autonomy and authority, and awareness and attitude
Cambridge Language Teaching Library
2006   392pp
978-0-521-83868-9   Hardback £49.45
978-0-521-53019-4   Paperback £20.10

FORTHCOMING

Teacher Language Awareness
Stephen Andrews
The University of Hong Kong
This book provides an introduction to the nature of TLA, assesses its impact upon teaching and its potential impact on learning. The book focuses specifically on grammar. It aims to encourage teachers and others involved in language education to think more deeply about the importance of TLA.
Cambridge Language Teaching Library
2007
978-0-521-82318-0   Hardback £46.35
978-0-521-53019-4   Paperback £17.45
Publication July 2007

Cambridge Language Teaching Library
From Corpus to Classroom
Language use and language teaching
Anne O’Keeffe
University of Limerick
Michael McCarthy
University of Nottingham
and Ronald Carter
University of Nottingham
From Corpus to Classroom summarizes and makes accessible recent work in corpus research, focusing particularly on spoken data. The book explains how corpora can be designed and used, and focuses on what they tell us about language teaching.
Cambridge Language Teaching Library
2007
978-0-521-85146-6   Hardback £50.00
978-0-521-61687-4   Paperback £19.50

Cambridge Applied Linguistics

Task-Based Language Education
From Theory to Practice
Kris van den Branden
This book aims to offer a unique contribution to the expanding literature on TBLT by uniting a discussion of task-based pedagogical principles.
Cambridge Applied Linguistics
2006   294pp
978-0-521-86927-0   Hardback £51.50
Practice in a Second Language
Perspectives from Applied Linguistics and Cognitive Psychology
Robert DeKeyser
University of Maryland, College Park
Practice as a necessity for learning a second language has been a tacit assumption among language teachers for quite some time; however, the concept of practice has not been widely considered from a theoretical perspective until now. This volume focuses on the topic of practice, with attention to the 4 skill areas of reading, writing, listening and speaking.
Cambridge Applied Linguistics
2007 288pp
978-0-521-86529-6 Hardback £51.65
978-0-521-68404-0 Paperback £20.50

FORTHCOMING
Modelling and Assessing Vocabulary Knowledge
Edited by Helmut Daller
James Milton
and Jeanine Treffers-Daller
This book introduces to a wider audience the concerns, the new approaches and the most recent developments in the field of vocabulary research and testing.
Cambridge Applied Linguistics
2007
978-0-521-87851-7 Hardback £51.50
978-0-521-70327-7 Paperback £21.00
Publication July 2007

Feedback in Second Language Writing
Contexts and Issues
Ken Hyland
University of London
and Fiona Hyland
The University of Hong Kong
This text provides an up-to-date analysis of the issues involved in offering appropriate feedback during the writing process.
Cambridge Applied Linguistics
2006 308pp
978-0-521-85663-8 Hardback £51.50
978-0-521-67258-0 Paperback £20.10

Grammar
Cambridge Grammar of English
A Comprehensive Guide
Ronald Carter
and Michael McCarthy
A major new reference grammar offering the most comprehensive and up-to-date coverage of spoken and written English based on real everyday usage.
‘… you have the complete package for the teacher, student, researcher or anyone remotely interested in what is happening to the English language … I think this grammar will be a ‘benchmark’ for future publications of this kind in both its content and accessibility … Cambridge Grammar of English has come like manna from heaven!’
Singapore Association for Applied Linguistic Quarterly
2006 984pp
978-0-521-58166-0 Hardback £41.15
978-0-521-58846-1 Paperback £24.50
978-0-521-67439-3 Paperback with CD-ROM £29.95
978-0-521-85767-3 Hardback with CD-ROM £47.35
978-0-521-58845-4 Network CD-ROM £200.00

Dictionaries
English Pronouncing Dictionary
Seventeenth edition
Daniel Jones
Edited by Peter Roach
James Hartman
and Jane Setter
The Cambridge English Pronouncing Dictionary is the ultimate guide to pronunciation in English. Thousands of pronunciations not shown in general dictionaries are included, from people and places, to words from science, technology and literature. Based on the classic work by Daniel Jones, the 17th edition is edited by three of the most distinguished phonetics scholars working today.
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